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 API, so it seems like all current OpenTok implementations should work just fine in any of the supported languages. The only
thing that would be a bit more tricky is implementing multiple languages in the same application. Hope this helps! ~~~ least The
key difference between TokBox and OpenTok is that TokBox supports real- time video communication. parasight I agree. The

fact that OpenTok supports multiple languages is not really that important if the only feature you need is real-time
communication. ------ jmhnjmj Super cool! I've been playing around with TokBox for a while but I never found a good reason
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to stick with it over any number of hosting providers. I'll definitely be giving TokBox a look over from now on. sehrope Do you
think this will work with Medialesso's ClickToTalk ([ to-talk.com/]( I've always wondered if you can put two users on the same
call using TokBox. orangethirty How so? Isn't that what these devices are used for? Aoyagi With increasing popularity of such
apps, how likely is to one day see a company like Google launching their own such service (for closed groups) that is as good as
TokBox? semi-extrinsic _With increasing popularity of such apps, how likely is to one day see a is as good as TokBox?_ Same

way Google launched Google Talk, the current form of OpenTok is just the tip of the iceberg of what will come. See the
Dropbox (YC W12) hackday, recently, where they are working on building all this into the Android app for easy use. alxr We
used OpenTok successfully for our event-based communication chat rooms at the Budapest Hackathon. Our main hack was to

turn the event into a hack-meeting over videoconferencing, which worked amazingly well. It was easier and faster than Skype or
Hangouts. claytonjy This looks like a good 82157476af
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